SCROLLATHON @ MOAD
(MUSEUM OF ART + DESIGN)

By: Miami and Beaches

With artists, Steven and William Ladd hundreds of students - Miami Dade County Public School, the YWCA Early Ed Centers, NWSA, Lotus House Shelter, the Overtown Youth Center, among others, working with as many as 1000 children throughout Miami and adults will visit MOAD and will participate in the Scrollathon, centered on them creating scrolls- tightly wound strips of materials that become physical manifestations of the participants own notions of "making." And are manifestations of the artists' philosophy and core values: Spend your life doing what you love. Be focused and disciplined. Collaborate. When you make art, it expresses your feelings because it's like something that you do, something that you love.

The scrolling workshops then developed into a series of deeply engaging interactions with children as they mine personal memories.